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Abstract
This paper purposed is to apply Quality Function Deployment (QFD) for Parking System Improvement at Taman
Bendahara from perspective of customers. The main issue for the QFD problem was from the ‘what’ the customer
requirement and ‘how’ to implement the problem to solutions. These two components emphasized on the House of
Quality (HOQ) matrices. For this research, a systematic procedure is used in QFD method by applying a factor
analysis and correlation Spearman. Factor analysis is the best group identified from the data and reduced the unused
items. As for the correlation Spearman, it was used in order to see the relationship and strength of each factor. The
result in this research identified four best group criteria which are availability, layout and design, safety and access
point. These four criteria indicate the main improvement needed for parking system. By using the QFD method, the
management of parking system at Taman Bendahara should listen to the customers’ voice to seek a solution for these
issues. This study proposed strategy can be applied for others management to identify the solution for parking
problems.
Keywords: Quality Function Deployment (QFD), House of Quality (HOQ), Parking System Improvement (PSI)
1. Introduction
Parking demand is a very critical issue in campus planning and developing especially to the campus that built in
urban or town area which congestion is other issues that need to be take care of. With the increasing number of
students each year has worsen this problem which has contribute to the increasing number of student with vehicles
and the parking facilities definitely not enough to occupy each student attending the campus.
Parking is one of the critical issues in transportation, Campus and universities planning should involve parking as
one of main important factor where it is to fulfil the requirement of demand parking due to high increase number of
vehicle numbers (Ametorwo, 2016). Therefore, universities should begin to notice the problems and the importance
of proper allocation of parking numbers for their students, staffs and visitors.
2. Problem Statement and Study Objectives
In University, parking system is one of the crucial facility for student and staff. If unable to handle the operations of
parking spot will leads the parking spot to be congested. Moreover inefficiency of parking system will also cause
dissatisfaction among student and staff. Obviously overwhelming numbers of cars and motorcycles leads congestion
during “in and out” of cars and motorcycles at parking spot. Thus increasing in number of students and staff cannot
meet up the demand of parking system (Aldulaimi, 2018). Therefore the University Malaysia Kelantan needs to
design a layout for specific parking spot for students as well staff with appropriate parking standard. In particular,
this study has two main objectives;1- to investigate the factors that affected the parking system improvement in
UMK City Campus and 2- to determine the Parking System Improvement by using the Quality Function Deployment
(QFD).
3. Literature Review
Quality function deployment (QFD) plays important part in product development process. QFD can be defined as a a
key tool that emphasizes in translating customer requirements into the appropriate technical requirements (Chan &
Wu, 2002). QFD was introduced by Akao in the late 1960s and implemented in Japan. Based on Govers (1996), he
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proposed that QFD can help to develop products through the conceptualization, creation and realization process. It
was used as powerful planning tools that help to improved product design and quality faster by focusing on customer
requirements. Bouchereau & Rowlands (2000) stated that, QFD could bring different functional teams to work
together in order to satisfy the customer. The QFD concept focuses on two main activities which product quality
deployment and deployment of quality function.
4. Methodology
The study of this research begins with an observation method. This method was implemented as it could provide any
appropriate information on the requirement of student and staff from University Malaysia Kelantan: City Campus for
standard parking system. Later the data collected from the observation is further studied to be used for the
development of Quality Function Deployment (QFD). The purpose of developed QFD for our research is ascertain
on question of what and how from towards the requirements of student and staff for standard parking system.
5. Result and Finding
5.1 Questionnaire Distribution
After questionnaire had passed the pilot test, questionnaire started to distribute to respondents to collect data and
analyze. Researchers had distributed 145 set of questionnaire to respondents and data had collected. Reliability test
has been tested too. Below are the table of reliability test for 145 set of questionnaire.
Table 1. Result of reliability test for whole questionnaire
Factor

Number of items

Cronbach’s Alpha

Parking issues

5

0.618

Availability

5

0.630

Layout Design

5

0.626

Safety

5

0.627

Access Point

5

0.711

Based on the table above, Cronbach’s Alpha of each of the variables had shown by calculated 145 respondent’s data.
Among these factors, dependent variable – Parking issues have a reliability level of 0.618 which had decrease from
0.670. Yet, the independent variable – Safety, has turn to become 0.627 while Access Point has become the highest
reliability level which is 0.711. Lastly, the independent variables of Availability and Layout Design have decrease to
a reliability level of 0.630 and 0.626 respectively.
6. Dividing Section
This section is divided into two main sections which is WHAT and HOW. What analysis involves the analysis of
items processed using factor analysis and grouped in several groups of constructs. As shown in Figure 5.2 WHAT’s
was divided to two group , X and Y and comes from four main construction a group consisting of factor Availability
(AV), Safety (SV), Layout Design (LD) and Access Point (AP).Groups of these factors were what was agreed upon
by all Malaysian parking users on what to have for Parking System Improvement (PSI).
HOW' is a group of items involved in the technical aspects of a parking standard. It was agreed aspects of the 10
elements on the technical aspects that were required for PSI (Ali & Haseeb 2019). In this study there were 10
technical aspects discussed consisting of stalls dimension, aisle width, signage, marking, handicap parking, safety
mirror, space, angle, parking pricing, parking size (Altunkaya & Ates 2018).
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7. Model Development

Figure 1. Model Development for Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
Figure 1 shows the proposed modified QFD model. There are 7 rooms in these proposed models; Room 1 Parking
System Requirements (PSR) (WHATs), Room 2 Parking System Technical Elements (PSTE)(HOWs), Room 3
Relationship Matrix, Room 4 Develop interrelationship matrix between HOWs, Room 5 Develop an interrelationship
between WHAT, Room 6 Parking Benchmarking Assessment and Room 7 Strategic Assessment. In this proposed
model, the Factor Analysis used to firm priority from the items (Almasi & Khorasgani 2018). It also used to
eliminate the unused items. The spearman correlation was employed to identify the relationship between them.
8. Discussion
This study provide proposed solutions to resolve on- campus parking. Vehicle stacking is a mechanical parking
solution implemented to enables multiple vehicles parked in the footprint of a single vehicle. Before suggestion
given, there are few method that could be suggested to the future researchers who want to do research about parking
system. First, interview question could be fully processed since the objective questionnaire could not bring accurary
result due to the simplyness respondents (Ale, Akter & Islam 2018). Yet, QFD method could be implemented to be
more complex to get more detail about parking system improvement.
Lastly, according the result which are the stall dimension, parking size, line of parking lots, floor marking and
lighting was the main issue that should be improve in order to get a better parking system Taman Bendahara,
researchers were recommended to implement more lighting around the parking area.This solution considered as a
potential method for increasing on-campus parking spaces and this type of technology is merely appropriate for use
in parking decks. The parking structures could be designed to accommodate vehicle stackers, still technology
required well trained operators to make it suit for valet parking.
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